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American and Japanese Principals: A Comparative Analysis
Of Excellence In Instructional Leadership

by Carol A. Bartell and David B. Willis

What role do Japanese and American principals play In schools that

effectively educate students? How are the responsibilites of the principals

In each society articulated in practice? How do principals in each society

define their own responsibilities for providing instructional leadership?

What personal qualities do principals themselves feel contribute to effectfve

instructional leadership? What do the terms "instructional leader" and

"effective schools" mean to principals In each culture?

Recent studies have focused on the role of the principal in the shaping

of effective schools In the American context (Blumberg & Greenfield, 1980;

Coleman, 1983; Edmonds, 1982; Greenfiel4, 1987; Leithwood & Montgomery, 1982;

McCurdy, 1983; Shoemaker & Fraser, 1981; Ubban & Hughes, 1987). A common

theme that has emerged from this research Is the role of the principal as an

instructional leader. Thus a search :.as ensued for a fuller understanding of

the concept ol "instructional leadership" and the actual nature of such

administrative practices in "effective schools." This search can benefit from

turning to contexts other than America if we wish to further expand our

understanding of effective educational leadership.

Japan provides us with a particularly interesting example in this

respect. A recent report issued by the U. S. Department of Education (1987)

and speeches made by Secretary of Education Bennett have called for serious

attention to be paid to the education which iv offered to Japanese citizens.

The Department of Education report follows in the wake of glowing media

reports on Japan's educational "success" and is itself full of praise for the

Japanese system. The Japanese educational system, highly regarded for the
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quality of the students it produces and their contributions to economic

success and social stability, can provide additional insights into

administrative practices that could lead to increased educational

effectiveness.

At the same time, the Japanese search for creativity and innovation in

education can benefit.from an examination of the best that American education

has to offer. A comparative study should intentionally be a complementary

study, too, and this is one of the goals of the present research. The line of

comparative educational research which this follows has a long tradition.

Rather than a ubroad-brushu montage that includes the interaction of politics,

economics, and society, the present research is mainly concerned with an

examination of 'effective" pedagogical concepts and methods as they occur in

two specific cultural contexts.

Because educational administrators in Japan have traditionally been drawn

from and considered part of the teacher corps (Indeed, the term for principal

in Japanese, jcoochoo sensel has the connotation of master teacher), formal

study of administrative roles is quite recent. Indeed, there Is still no

formal path of preparation for becoming an administrator that is separate from

that for becoming a teacher.

Most of what is available in Japanese is either in the form of

practitioner-oriented manuals (Adachi, 1980; Nlibori, 1979; Mase, 1972) or

impressionistic reminiscences written by retiring principals for the journal

of the All-Japan Secondary Principals' Association. There has been no stAy

by Americans of Japanese educational administration, much less of the Japanese

principal. Although this role and Its functions receive some mention in the

literature on Japanese education (U.S. Department of Education, 1987; White,
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1987: Kobayashi & Ota, 1986: Okihara, 1986; Rohlen, 1983; Cummings, 1980;

Shimahara, 1979: Kobayashi, 1978; Anderson, 1975), many questions have yet to

be addressed.

A major objective of the present research is to actually describe

principals who have been selected as outstanding by their own societies.

Principals have been the object of intensive study in America, but, until

recently, seldom the actual subject. For school administration in Japan there

is little extant literature, thus making this area of special interest to

educational researchers. Because of this dearth of published comparative

studies on excellent principals, then, the present research sets out to:

a) delineate certain descriptive demographic parameters of these principals in

Japan and America and b) examine the values they hold.

This research Is particularly relevant because of the recent national

attention given to the role of the principal in effective schools and the

growing spotlight on Japanese education. The research thus represents an

extension of our knowledge in both areas, notably in terms of the similarities

and differences of beliefs of "excellent" U.S. and Japanese principals.

Questions

The purpose of this study is to provide a comparative account of

principals In two cultures which can aid us in answering the following

questions:

What are the defining characteristics of excellent principals,
especially in terms of behavior, values and goals?

How do the themes found In their respective cultural contexts influence
excellent principals?
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We are particularly searching for patterns which can indicate general

statements about excellence in educational administration. An additional

justification for pursuing this study is the gap in comparative literature

concerning school administration in the U.S. and Japan. Furthermore, there

are few accounts of what excellent principals actually believe, the values of

real people in a real situation, particularly as it is seen in a comparative

context.

A study of principals In these two cultures adds an important dimension

to the literature concerning excellence in education and educational

administration. Such a study provides information about what happens In this

setting from the view of the insiders themselves.

Methodoloav

The intent of this study was to determine how principals In each society

perceived their roles as instructional leaders. The inquiry was guided by the

research on effective schools, the concept of instructional leadership that

has emerged from this body of literature, the themes of comparative education,

and the literature on Japanese education.

Data for the study came from multiple sources. A careful literature

review was conducted to determine what themes and issues could be applied in a

meaningful way across societies. Informants (principal-leaders and other

educators in each society) were interviewed for their perpectives on

instructional leadership. Outstanding principals were identified nationwide

in both Japan and America and asked to respond to a survey questionnaire.

In-depth interviews were then initiated with a small, purposively selected

group of survey respondents for further understanding. It might be noted that
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this study is on-going and will now focus on leadership behavior in the

day-to-day school contexts using participant observation.

The theoretical basis of this approach follows Geertz, who stated that

the task of an ethnographic study is hermeneutic or interpretive, and Nelson

Goodman, who conceived of "world-making" as the critical foundation of belief

and action. The conception of social life in these views is organized in

terms of symbols whose meanings must be grasped if the culture and its

principles are to be understood.

This study, then, attempts what Geertz calls a systematic "unpacking of

performed meaning" (1982', p. 152). As Geertz noted,

We are all natives now, and everybody else not immediately one of us is
an exotic. What looked once to be a matter of finding out whether
savages could distinguish fact from fancy now looks to be a matter of
finding out how others, across the seas or down the corridor, organize
their significative world. (Geertz, 1983, p.152)

An important assumption is that individuals behave in any situation based on

what that situation means for them. This perspective gives an understanding

of what is happening by beginning with behavior, then proceeding to determine

what patterns might lead to that behavior. The initial assumption we are

making, of course, is that "excellent" behavior is indicated for the subjects

of our samples by their having been selected as "excellent principals." From

there we proceed in our search for relevant patterns of belief and values.

As interpretive or hermeneutical research, this study can be seen as an

attempt to mediate in the examination of principals' behavior as well as a

conscious effort to avoid the split between what is and what ought to be.

Geertz (1983, p. 151) has elaborated on this:

That thought Is spectacularly multiple as product and wondrously singular
as process has thus not only come to be a more and more powerful
animating paradox within the social sciences, driving theory in all sorts
of directions, some of them reasonable, but the nature of that paradox
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has more and more come to be regarded as having to do with puzzles of
translation, with how meaning in one system of expression is expressed in
another - cultural hermeneutics, not conceptive mechanics.

Survey Population

Because there are different responsibilities for instructional leadership

art each educational level, the focus of this research was on secondary

principals. It was felt that at this level the instructional leadership role

is less well-defined than at the elementary level. Moreover, secondary

principals manage educational institutions which can be seen as key links

between the world of study and the (future) world of work.

The principals selected as the population to receive the survey

questionnaire were chosen because they had already been recognized through a

peer selection processs as outstanding principals in their own nations. This

is thus a purposive sample, rather than a representative one that would

provide a statistical basis for generalization to a larger population.

Principals were selected to represent the model of the effective principal

that appears to be emerging in each society. The intent of the study was to

develop a profile of the effective instructional leader in each society, based

upon what is deemed worthy of special recognition in both Japan and the United

States.

American principals who had been chosen as "outstanding principals of the

year" by their state level chapters of the National Association of Secondary

School Principals (NASSP) in 1985 and 1986 were selected as the purposive

sample from the United States. The criteria for selection are provided by the

national association and can be found in the AppenOix. The entire population,

consisting of one principal per state per year, was surveyed. To date, 67 of
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a possible sample of 102 principals (Puerto Rico was also included) have

replied, yielding a response rate of 66%.

For Japan a group of excellent principals was sought that would be as

comparable as possible with the U.S. sample. With the help of Japanese

principals who acted as Informants, we decided that the Zen-Niku

Xoochoo-Sensei RIJI (All-Japan Secondary Principals' Board of Trustees) most

closely approximated the American sample. These principal/trustees are

selected annually by their peers In every Japanese prefecture in what is

described as a natural consensual process, Each prefecture sends four or five

principals for a total of about 170 trustees. The position Is regarded as a

great honor, indicative of a long and distinguished career of educational

leadership.

Since about 70 of these people had already retired when the 1986 list was

published, It was decided that the sample would be the remaining 102, of whom

71 replied as of this writing for a response rate of 70%.

Politics and the pecking order of schools are clearly part of this

process. with the older, established, urban, and more prestigious prefectural

schools sending a disproportionate number of representatives. Small country

schools have almost no representation on this Board. The criteria established

by NASSP for selecting their outstanding principals were reviewed by Japanese

Informants, who agreed that the criteria mentioned were the main points upon

which Japanese principals would also be evaluated.
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Desian of Questlonnalre

The survey questionnaire was designed in the U.S. and pretested on five

secondary principals. The instrument was then sent to Japan for review by the

other member of the research team and his informants. The instrument was

again revised In line with categories of significance for American and

Japanese principals. This was considered an extremely important part of the

survey design, and Items were added, re-worded or deleted In accordance with

key informants' perceptions and beliefs. The meanings which principals attach

to their beliefs and behaviors were considered critical to the research

design, a concept variously referred to as the signification of meaning

(Geertz, 1983, p. 152) or ethnographic semantics (Spradley, 1972; Donmoyer,

1985). The survey was then translated into written Japanese, followed by a

blind back-translation into English In order to assure content validity. The

Appendix contains the veraion that was sent to principals in the U.S. and the

Japanese translation.

Translation issues were especially significant In the research design,

both in America and In Japan. The interpretation of items was checked and

re-checked with different informants. Clear meanings were arrived at for all

but a few terms.

Certain items could not be directly transalted between the Japanese and

American surveys. Administrative categories, highest educational level

obtained, school size, type of school, school ownership, and staff positions

were different enough to require a reconstruction of the survey instrument.

As for areas of responsibility for principals, Questions 1-6, 10, 11, 13,

14, and 17-20 were literally matched. Others were difficult for informants

and were either reworded or dropped. Questions 7-9, 12, and 15 still carried
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slightly different nuances for respondents, mostly related to the differing

structures of the respective educational systems, while Question 16 is

completely different and Questions 21-23 were dropped from the Japanese

version because they were considered by Japanese informants to be either

Included In other questions or irrelevant. As was mentioned, all translations

were also "back-translated," a standard technique for assessing content

validity in cross-cultural research.

The terms which both informants and researchers found to be of particular

difficulty were "effective school" and "instructional leadership," but of

course the meanings attached to these terms are the subject of coneiderable

research and conjecture. For the purposes of this study, we chose to let our

informants define these terms themselves.

In the first section of the questionaire, demographic informatIon was

collected from each principal in order to make further comparisons. This

information was also useful In the selection of principals for follow-up

interviews. Questions in the second section were designed to measure degree

of responsibility perceived by principals for specific areas of instructional

leadership. Principals were asked to rate each Item on a 1 to 5 scale which

indicated the degree to which they felt responsible for particular areas of

instructional leadership. The scale was defined as ranging from (1) "little

or no responsibility" to (5) "I bear the major responsibility for this area."

In the next section oi the questionnaire, respondents were asked to rank

order the qualities of principals that might be associated with educational

leadership. The items were to be ranked from 1 to 9 in order of importance,

with 1 being the most important.
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The final section consisted of four open-ended questions. Principals

were asked why they sought a principalship, what their career ambitions were

for the future, what it meant to them to be a leader in education (an

"instructiona) leader") and how they would define an "effective school".

Results of the survey were discussed with both American and Japanese

informants.

Descriptive statistics were employed with data obtained from Part I and

Part II of the survey questionnaire in order to describe the individual

variables and the strength of relationships between variables. Measures of

central tendency, measures of dispersion, and measures of bivariate

relationships were applied as appropriate.

Thick description was provided through interviews, on-the-job

observations, and content analysis of the open-ended questions on the survey

instrument. Quotations incorporating pertinent material from interviews were

added to enrich the descriptive portions. Frequency counts were employed on

items that could logically be grouped into taxonomies. These diverse methods

of data collection were selected in order to "triangulate" Information between

sources. Data collection will continue in 1987-1988.

12
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Becoming a Principal

Who are these outstanding principals in each society? What is their

background? What career paths do they follow? What are their career

ambitions? There are some striking similarities as well as some striking

diffeLences between these cultures.

Career Paths

Both groups of principals have been classroom teachers, although this is

a much clearer career path for the Japanese than for the Americans. Japanese

principals as a group have been teachers for a far longer period of time

before moving into a principalship (a mean of 19.75 years vs. 7.33 years for

American principals). The Japanese leader has also had more preparatory

administrative experience and has assumed the position at a later age. There

are few women secondary principals in either society. In our U.S. sample of

prIncipal-leaders there were only three females (5%), while in the Japanese

sample there were none. This is partly a reflection of age, since the mean

age for both the U.S. and the Japanese principal is quite high (49 and 59,

respectively, which we might expect for a sample of people being given a

national honor). Women have, of course, only recently started assuming

leadership positions in either country. The following represent portraits

based on the frequencies and medians/means of this particular set of

principals:

The U.S. principal is male, holds an M.A. degree, has been a classroom
teacher for seven years, and is 49 years of age. He is unlikely to have
worked outside of an educational setting. He was probably an assistant
principal for two years and had one year of other administrative
experience. He has been a principal for 15.5 years. He is most likely
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to be the principal of a school with 750 students or less that is
located In a small town of with a population of less than 150,000.

The Japanese principal is also male. He is likely to have had his
education before the War, either at an imperial university or a
teachers' training college. He was most likely a classroom teacher for
a period of nineteen years and Is 59 years of age. He was a head
teacher (similar to the assistant-principal role) for three years and
has had five years of other administrative experience, probably as a
shido-shuji (supervisor) with the local Board of Education. He is also
unlikely to have worked outside of the school setting. His
principalship tenure has been for a period of seven years. The size of
his school is probably 1350 (measured by number of classes in Japan,
which would be 30 classes or more, with an average class number of 45).
He describes his community as °central city.°

Why do persons seek the principalship? This question was asked on the

survey as an open-ended question. Responses were content-analyzed and grouped

by similar responses. Principals often gave more than one reason for seeking

such a role, so all responses were coded. Tables 1 and 2 represent a

classification of these responses, arranged by country and in descending order

of their mention.

Insert Tables 1 and 2

It is clear that for the American principals major reasons for seeking

this position include the desire to assume a leadership role, to advance

professionally, and the belief that one has the competencies required to

perform the job. Salary increase is also a consideration. Mentorship appears

to be important, as a large number of principals mentioned that they were

encouraged by others, usually their own principals under whom they had taught,

to consider a principalship. Some typical responses from American principals

citing the responses that appeared most frequently include:

14
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Ambition...a desire to move up the career ladder. I was confident of my
ability and sought the job for typical reasons--status, financial
return, the desire to influence a school, etc.

The opportunity to influence decisions, take part in higher level
planning; a new experience; I thought I had something to offer; a higher
salary.

I enjoy being in a position of leadership. I'm very competitive. I

thrive on challenges. I wanted to work at a job that was not boring. I

was asked to get into administration by a practicing administrator.

For the reasons why Japanese principals seek the position of principal,

we should first look at some general points regarding personnel and employment

in the Japanese context. How Japanese deal with personnel matters at all

levels in their schools is undoubtedly at the heart of Japan's educational

success. In many ways, the principal is the ultimate source of authority in

the orchestration of interpersonal relationships.

The key words are trust and solidarity. Great emphasis is placed on

social order and commonly-shared identity and purpose. Important descriptors

include dedication, high morale, motivation, obedience, discipline,

acceptance, and group-centeredness. Intense personal commitment to the common

endeavor is paramount and is inculcated early in the experience.

Initiation activities, for example, Involve everyone. The new people

(whether they are students or teachers) become the center of attention, but

the initiation in no way resembles hazing. The purpose is to make newcomers

feel welcome and relieve any anxieties they may feel about their new status.

At the same time the hierarchy of the workplace is subtly made clear.

Extreme deference in speech indicates who is at the top of the hierarchy.

During a personnel initiation party shortly after joining a school, for

instance, the person whose beer is poured first, the person who comments on

whether the food served is tasty or not, and the person who suggests that it

15
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is time to go home are all senior people in the school hierarchy. Ritual

indications such as these are keys to understanding how the personnel

hierarchy is successfully operationalized.

All this serves to illustrate what is perhaps the paramount point of

becoming a principal in Japan: most Japanese principals do not seek this

position. This may seem astonishing to those of us attuned to the American

system of ambition and "ladder-climbing," but it is fully in accord with the

highly centralized, group-effort-focused nature of Japanese endeavors in the

work-place. Whereas the commitment of the American principal may first of all

be to his career, the commitment of the Japanese principal is to the

work-group to which he belongs.

In Japan, the route to the principalship is highly centralized in terms

of selection and placement. This of course sounds mere logical, more

efficient than our own system, but it may also discourage the change-oriented

innovator from becoming a principal in Japan. Some Japanese principals even

noted that they thought that the principalship could not be sought in Japan

because of the structure of the system. This system ordains who Is the best

man for the job In what Is seen as a kind of "natural process."

Significantly, there is a series of examinations which lead progressively to

each position. Although there is no formalized route of study for becoming a

principal, there are study guides available for these examinations that look

rather similar to course syllabi for basic educational administration programs

in the United states.

Although salary is given as the second-most important reason for

Naturally, this conditions how one looks at one's work and at one's future

work, the Job itself, still comes first in importance and the salary second.
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administrators in Japan make only 10-20% more salary than teachers with the

same experience as well as reflecting a traditional Japanese modesty about is

not even mentioned as a reason. This partly reflects the fact that their

becoming a principal by Americans whom we surveyed, salary for the Japanese

Naturally, this conditions how one looks at one's work and at one's future

career ambitiors.

In fact, the most important similarities between American and Japanese

principals that we can detect from the :iata seem to indicate that salary is

not the key factor in seeking the principalship even for Americans. Instead,

what we see is a clustering of responses in both groups around the ideas of

realizing one's own educational ideals and leadership skills as well as

working with others to promote educational excelle1.

The primary message which this data seems to be telling us is that

principals in both cultures have a strong commitgr7t7to the service function

of their positions, to serving others. There is also a strong mention by both

groups of encouragement by other people to become principal. Some comments

which illustrate the Japanese principal's view as to why he "sought" the

principalship (actually, more appropriately, why he became a principal) are as

follows:

I was appointed, then determined to become a principal.

No particular reason. It was an assignment.

I didn't intend to become one. I had to become a principal after
experience. I didn't show signs that I wanted to be (one).

I never wanted to be a principal.

To establish the school educational environment and to improve the
students's learning and help them to build character.
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Career Goals

What are these outstanding principals future career goals? Do they wizt

to remain in the job that they apparently do so wel:, or do they seek other

professional opportunities? An analysis of the career ambitions of the U.S.

principals Is found in Table 3.

Insert Table 3

Many principals were very happy with what they were doing and had no

further aspirations (44%). The following Is a representative statement of

this point of view:

have no desire to be other than what I am. I am happy doing what I am
doing. I do it successfully (if other people's perceptions are to be
believed), and I have made my commitment to spend my life working at
this level. Why aspire to other jobs in this business which remove you
from the "real world" of education, where teachers and kids are to be
served?

While a large number of principals express no desire to move to another

position, about an equal number (45%) indicate that they may be seeking

another professional opportunity within the next five to ten years. This

point of view is expressed here:

Currently, I enjoy being a high school principal. However, I also have
aspirations to be able to do more for larger groups of people. I

believe I have seen many Incompetent people in administration and that
incompetence Is not necessary and in fact is obviously very damaging.
(My premise is one of) supporting what is best for the student and
teacher relationship and the Instructional process. Because of this I
have higher ambitions to go on to ecome a superintendent somewhere in
my career. Beyond that, If luck would have lt, I would like to be a be
a leader within the state or national level to mold the educational
process for the students of tomorrow.

18
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What of the career ambitions of Japanese principals? First of all, we

must note that interpretation of this question would have been considerably

different for our Japanese sample. Most of the principals surveyed were about

to retire, so they took the question as indicating what they would ideally

like to be doing five or ten years atter their retirement.

Moreover, the structure of the system makes for much less job mobility

than in America. There is no higher position like a superintendency for which

principals might aspire, although same may seek a job in a university or with

the local Board of Education for reasons of social prestige after retirement.

Finally, to be seen as ambitious in Japan is frowned upon, a social belief

which undoubtedly influenced respondents' answers when they were asked why

they sought a principalship and what their career ambitions were for the

future.

Insert Table 4

The results of this question (career ambitions In the next five or ten

years) even more emphatically state a service committment. A sampling of

comments by Japanese principals follows:

Make efforts for the students. Although I hope to have some other job.
I'll be engaged in a junior college as I was requested.

Looking at the future all the time, I'd like to take a leadership In
keeping the ideology of the human society healthy. I will be retiring
In five to ten years, but I'd like to do something helpful in the
society somehow.

It's important to have capability to lead the faculty as a human being
and professionally, sharpening awareness of problems, making progress in
myself. Even after my retirement, I'd !Ike to work as a volunteer in
educational work.
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That so many principals mention continued service to education and

society as their main concern, both before and after retirement, is again

indicative of a service commitment that can only be said to be remarkable. In

terms of career ambitions, this contrasts with the American sample, which was

clearly oriented more towards personal career goals.

Being a Principal: Beliefs of American and Japanese Principals

2111a21.2glea_anst_Remas1121111,1ra

How do these outstanding principals view their responsibilities for

instructional leadership?

There are striking differences in the organization ot schools and the

division of responsibility for leadership. While the Japanese principals came

from much larger schools, they reported only slightly more classroom teachers

at their schools (average class size typically being 45), slightly fewer

full-time administrators (Japanese mean = 2.2; U.S. mean = 2.8), many fewer

other professional staff (Japanese mean = 3.4; U.S. mean = 8.8), and

approximately half the support staff (Japan mean = 10.2; U.S. mean = 20).

Therefore, it must be kept in mind that there are fewer persons In the

Japanese school with whom to share responsibilities.

These principals were asked to rate twenty-three items on a 1 to 5 scale

(twenty for the Japanese principals, since Japanese informants saw the last

three items as either irrelevant or incorporated in previous questions),

indicating their degree of responsibility for each area. The items themselves

were drawn from the American literature on effective schools and instructional

leadership. A description of the ratings were provided as follows:
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1: Little or no responsibility at all
2: Some responsibility, but others bzar the major

responsibility for this area
3: Responsibility shared equally with others
4: Much responsibility for oversight and direction, with

some responsibility delegated elsewhere
5: I bear the major responsibility for this area

The mean rank calculated for each area of responsibility for each group

of principals Is displayed in Table 5. Tables 6 and 7 report the mean rank

ordered from high to low for the respective samples.

Insert Tables 5, 6, and 7

The top four areas of responsibility for the U.S. principals were:

evaluating the performance of teachers, providing a supportive cilmate for

teachers, articulating the goals of the school to the staff, and providing an

orderly atmosphere for learning. This would indicate that American principals

exert their leadership by facilitating good instruction, or in the words of

some of these principals, "getting the Job done thiough peoplecreating

optimal conditions for others to excel...supporting of the efforts of others

to do their best...provide leadership, support, and assistance to faculty."

A major component of such leadership involves the highest ranked item,

which was evaluating the performance of teachers. This is an area for which

principals have taken a great deal of reponsibility in recent years and Is

receiving attention In the literature. Many states are now adding a

certification or recertification requirement that addresses the particular

competencies Involved in supervision of Instruction. Several principals

described formalized procedures that were in place in their school districts

or even In the state, in some cases. Principals spoke of clinical models,
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with mutually agreed upon goals, classroom observations, pre- and

post-conferences, and, in the case of those teachers who did not meet

expectations, remediation plans.

Particularly notable for the Japanese sample Is the very high ranking

given to the variable: recruiting/hiring outstanding teachers. While this

also ranked quite highly among principals in the U.S., it was the highest

variable for the Japanese principals, with a mean rank of 4.81. It should be

noted that there are typically five applicants for each teaching position In

Japan. Competition is fierce as the position of being a teacher is associated

with prestige, a high salary, good working conditions, and stable prospects

for continued employment In the future. It might be mentioned that teaching

Is one of the few career paths in Japan for which there is a guarantee of

equal pay for equal work for women as well as generous maternity benefits.

The sorting-out process of those that potentially would make the best

teachers Is done at the beginning of a teacher's career by the educational

bureaucrats working for the local Board of Education. Many of these

bureaucrats are themselves on the way to positions as principals and have

strong connections with those who preceded them and are already in the schools

as building-level principals. Considerable "networking" takes place at the

time of teacher recruitment, selection, and placement, with principals vying

with each other for the best pick of the new crop of young teachers.

A few words on the position of principal In Japanese schools may be In

order at this point. The principal is an important symbolic figure In the

school, an embodiment of the traditions and character of the school. At the

opening and closing ceremonies of school and after every vacation principals

are expected to give inspirational speeches to the entire school. The content
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of the calks Is invariably didactic and will touch on one or more of the

following themes:

1) responsibility for one's actions including a reminder that good
behavior reflects well on one's school and family

2) the fact that all students are representatives of their school, a
community shared with fellow students

3) the unacceptable nature of behavior which spoils the school name
for all (students in Japan seldom take their uniforms off so are easily
identified when there Is trouble, at which time the police will notify
the school authorities first, after which the principal will get in
touch with the parents)

4) a reminder that to succeed in entrance exams and In life early
preparation and hard study are required

Expectations are high that behavior will be proper and that all students

will try their hardest at everything they attempt. Cooperation and harmony

are valued above all else and lie at the core of the Japanese emphasis on

quality in an organization's internal relations and activities. Shame is

great indeed if the student fails to succeed, but not trying and failing Is

cause for even greater shame.

Ultimate responsibility for the school and the actions of the students is

in the hands of the principal. American principals who find much stress in

their jobs might consider the position of Japanese principals, who are

personally responsible for any untoward action by any student or teacher.

Japanese newspapers occasionally report the suicide of a principal caused by

the shame a student or staff member has brought to the school's name (Daily

Yomiuri, 1982). There are few "rules' as such in a Japanese school, but the

example of the "virtuous man" Is incalculable.

Stern and distant, principals are super-parent figures and yet symbolize

at the same time the intimate relationship that exists between the Japanese

teacher and student. The principal Is considered the ultimate teacher. He
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or she has probably been chosen from the ranks, a senior teacher who has had

long experience with students. The principal's role in a Japanese school is,

above all else, to mediate and articulate common goals between disparate

groups.

Depending on the academic status of a given high school, Japanese

principals command what an hmerican might feel is an inordinately high status.

Respect for knowledge endows special meaning to the symbolic position of

principal. The actual job of principal is really more along the lines of P.R.

par excellence, since the principal is the major representative of the school

to the surrounding community in garnering resources, warding off outside

actions of potential danger to the school, and communicating with parents.

Rohlen (1M) tells of the following anecdote that well-illuscrates the

typical values held by principals (this one is being told by a principal at

graduation): Two friends were graduating. One had been accepted at a good

university, one had not. The second was unhappy and jealous, as their teacher

had told them they had an equal chance. But the successful friend apologized

deeply, saying he was sorry the result could not have been the reverse. His

friend reflected on his jealousy, "No wonder I failed. I had the wrong

attitude. It was good I failed.' The principal then said to the graduates,

'When things don't go the way you expect, you come to life's true turning

points. They say Japanese wood is especially strong. Do you know why?

Because of our hot summers and cold winters. Be full of energy and remember

it is life's hardships that give strength."
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Values: Oualities of Educational Leadership

What are the qualities of educational leadership that are considered to

be important to these principals? Principals were asked to rank order a set

of eight qualities in descending order of importance. The mean rank of each

group of principals is reported in Table 8 and Table 9, In descending order.

In Table 10, the Japanese and American principals overall rankings of each

item are reported.

Insert Tables 8, 9, and 10

Note that each of the groups had items that clustered together in the top

three rankings. The American principals ranked understanding of the

instructional process, relations with teachers, and relations with students as

the most important. The Japanese also felt relations with teachers were

important, along with moral character, and warmth and consideration.

The importance placed on relations with teachers among both groups

indicates that this Is a key factor in the leadership role in both societies.

Both groups feel that good teachers are essential to learning and that it is

important to select good teachers, encourage and facilitate their performance,

and lead them toward sound educational goals. This relationship, however,

differs somewhat across societies.

The Japanese principals, as was noted earlier, spend many more years In

the classroom as teachers, perfecting their own teaching skills. They are

respected first of all for their teaching abilities. Even the label of "head

teacher" which is applied to the person who f11l3 a role similar to an
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assistant principal, connotates the importance of the respect accorded to the

ability to teach.

U.S. principals who were later asked if it were necessary to be

considered an outstanding teacher before becoming a principal felt that, while

it was Important to understand the instructional process and to b able to

recognize good teaching, the role of the principal required different sorts of

abilitieG.

The principal's role in Japan today can be seen as largely symbolic and

ritualistic. Contact with students is closest when they are graduating, a

time when the principal normally gives a moving speech which is by turns

paternalistic, humble, warm and exhortatory. Graduation is also one of the

few occasions when students can see the principal as a real person and not as

a model of Confucian morality. The effect of this self-effacement is a

further strengtilening of the idea of the principal as "principal teacher."

One of the most touching expressions of the teacher-student relationship is

the singing of "Hotaru no hikari" (The Light of the Firefly) to the tune of

auld lang syne at school graduation. The words of the song convey the

affection, respect and gratitude of students for their teachers and everyone

sheds tears. The principal, of course, Is at the symbolic center of this

scene.

Values: Effective Schools and Instructional Leadership

The main point of instructional leadership found In recent literature is

to develop and foster effective schooling. What do principals mean when they

talk about effective schools? What do they see as the model of the

outstanding school?

2 ,1
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Certain themes emerged from our analysis of what the U.S. and Japanese

principals considered an "effective schools' to be.

An effective school has a positive school climate. Students feel good

about attending such a school and teachers feel good about teaching there.

The entire staff works together to foster a caring attitude. There is a safe

ant'', orderly environment. The role of the administration is to support the

faculty and the staff and to serve students. There is a wide involvement in

decision-making, which includes input from faculty and staff as well as

parents and the community.

The school has clearly established goals. Everyone works together to

achieve these goals. There is frequent monitoring and feedback to keep

everyone on task, although the manner in which this is carried out is rather

different in each culture. Everyone knows what is expected of himiher. The

school is dynamic and changing, constantly striving to do better.

High expectations are set for all students. Students will show both

academic and personal growth. There is an attempt to meet the needs of all

students and prepare them to be successful in life. The school provides the

best education possible for all with the resources available.

Strong leadership and visibility to students and teachers are especially

evident for American principals. Japanese principals, on the other hand, are

actively visible to the teachers and the surrounding community outside the

school. For the Japanese principal, an effective school is characterized by a

focus on Instructional leadership in 4;he sense of a natural expectation or

trust that *his teachers will do their best at all times. A typical expression

of these concerns from the Japanese side was the following comment from a

retiring principal:
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It was one of the theses (of my management studies) to find clues
to solving problems by thinking of the matrix of 414 (men, material,
money, management) and of the PDS cycle (Plan-do-see). Particular to
this was the problem of "men°, how to encourage the faculty's morale
being the most important element. Trying to listen to teachers'
opinions, making good use of good opinions, and trying to pay attention
to the constructive views of the opposition. Being in a responsible
post in a school, the administrative side tends to be taken. But I
tried to use the leadership side, putting it out in front.

Although there are many differences between Japan and America, one of the

most compelling findings of the current research is the remarkable similarity

In beliefs characterizing "effective schools." Although the strategies for

reaching this goal may be different (with the Americans employing a more

direct approach by principals in the day-to-day operation of the school while

the Japanese rely heavily on their teachers to carry out these strategies) the

erid result, the effect or impact which reaches students in the classroom, Is

very similar. Good schools and good instructional leadership can be

recognized In any cultural setting for their single-minded pursuit of quality

in education and human relationships.

Why Compare the U.S. and Japan? - An Epilogue

This research is particularly relevant because of the recent national

attention given to the role Of the principal in effective schools as well as

the growinc spotlight on the educational system in Japan. The research thus

represents an extension of our knowledge in both areas, notably in terms of

the similarities and differences in beliefs of "excellent' U.S. and Japanese

principals. There are similarities across the two cultures, particularly in

regard to education. In Japan, as in America, there is considerable public

concern for high achievement among high school students. In both countries

there is a perception that schools are badly in need of reform.
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The question of significance can also be answered by referring to the

power of 'example." The Chinese realized both the power and the virtue of

example long ago. They operated for centuries, for instance, without a

complex legal system, preferring example as a tool for instruction and

edification. Likewise, this study has examined the power of example as it was

conveyed by a principal's representation of themselves and their functions.

Moreover, it Is suggested that the significance of the study lies at

least partially In new ways of looking at old conceptual categorizations, be

they organizational, administrative or other. The formulation of new

relationships Is of interest and it is here that a comparative study of

Japanese and American principals offers novel ways of seeing how old elements

can be combined.

What if, for instance, the experience of excellent principals In thesv

respective countries might foreshadow a world of the future where quality is

the key paradigm? How might they provide new ways of viewing the direction of

national educational institutions? In the search for educational excellence

In America and other nations are there possible lessons which might be learned

from the principal, a key figure In the operation of schools? Certainly the

experience of outstandin,- Idministrators In comparative perspective at least

helps us frame guestir concerning excellence and instructional leadership In

a different light. An awareness of alternatives is important. The culture of

school principals can reveal a great deal. As Rohlen (1974, p.2713) points

out,

If we are to advance.our understanding of organizations beyond the
present boundaries created by the functional and historical perspectives,
we must also learn to consider them In cultural terms, and this requires
a solid empirical foundation developed through sensitive fieldwork,
especially as it Illuminates the character of immediate reality In each
case.
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This study's purpose was, like that expressed by Brameld (1968) for

educational anthropology, to help others identify and improve the

self-defeating aspects of personality and patterns of everyday social life.

As he contended, anthropology and education converge at the point which makes

the greatest difference to human beings, a point of contact where the quality

of human encounters is the ultimate focus.

The value of this sort of research thus resides in the intellectual

contribution it makes to our understanding of the world. If we are equipped

with a critical understanding of the tension between the ideology of education

in a national context and the social setting of the principal's world, we may

be able to tolerate the tension more easily and build a more meaningful

educational order with the values and the symbols provided from both worlds.
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Table 1. Reasons for Seeking a Principalship Given by U.S. Principals

Reasons for seeking a principalship
Number of
Mentions Percent

Felt I had leadership abillties/administrative skills 21 32%
Increase in salary 13 20%
Professional advancement 11 17%
Interest in working with people/students 10 15%
To have an impact on instructional program 10 15%
To influence/have impact on larger no. of students 9 14%
For the challenge of the job 9 14%
To be a change agent/influence policy decision-making 10 15%
Satisfaction of serving/making a contribution 7 11%
It was a professional goal 4 6%
Nature/control of work activities 2 3%
Enjoy working with teachers 2 3%
To Implement a philosophy 1 2%
Influenced by role models 1 2%

(n=66)
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Table 2. Reasons for Seeking a Principalship Given by Japanese
Principals

Number of
Reasons for seeking a principalship Mentions Percent

Realize my own educ. ideals, promote educ. excellence 20 28%
Appointed, ordered, superior's recommendation, had to 13 18%
No intention or reason to become a principal 14 20%
Not seeking, a natural process 11 15%
Help students (learning, growth, finding a job) 7 10%
I never wanted or thought of being a principal 7 10%
Teicher's role limited in improving education 2 3%
A sense of mission

1 1%
Challenge of the job

1 1%
Lucky 1 1%
Make use of my experience i 1%
My dream since I was young 1 1%
My father was a principal 1 1%
Prestige 1 1%
To °realize educational love° 1 1%
To display leadership skills 1 1%
It's only given to someone fully qualified 1 1%

(n=71)
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Table 3. Career Ambitions of U.S. Principals

Career Ambitions
Number of
Mentions Percent

Remain in the principalship 28 44%
Superintendency/Central Office 10 16%
Other educational leadership role (unspecified) 8 12%
Retirement 7 11%
Principalship or superintendency/central office 6 9%
College-university teaching or administration 3 5%
Outside of education 1 2%
Consulting 1 2%

(n=64)
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Table 4. Career Ambitions of Japanese Principals

Career Ambitions
Number of
Mentions Percent

Retirement 21 30%
Education-related work In society (after retirement) 22 31%
Make our school educationally active, help students 15 21%
Do something helpful In society (esp. with youth) 11 15%
Complete my present job, doing my best 9 13%
No clear view of the future 5 7%
Teach in a college 4 6%
Improvement of teachers in my school 4 6%
°Human trust relationship with the faculty 2 3%
The same as now 4 6%
A positive and flexible attitude 1 1%
Be free from distrust and irresponsible critics 1 1%
Be involved in educational politics 1 1%
Die from senility 1 1%
Educate myself more 1 1%
Head of a preparatory academy 1 1%
Leadership in society 1 1%
Living as a common old civilian 1 1%
Maximize the effect of education 1 1%
No wishes

1 1%
Personal progress 1 1%
Remaining healthy 1 1%
Turn our school from an easy-going to a severe one

I. 1%

(n=71)
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Table 5. Rankings of Areas of Responsibility for Instructional Leadership

U.S. Japan

x SD x S

Selecting/reviewing of curriculum materials 2.88 1.02 3.75 .9
Emphasizing student achievement 4.05 .75 3.69 .9'
Evaluating pupil progress 3.09 1.02 3.18 1.0
Providing orderly atmosphere for learning 4.55 .73 4.23 .7
Devising instructional strategies 3.56 .85 3.56 .8,

Introducing new intructional methods to teachers 3.62 .89 3.86 .8
Evaluating performance of teachers 4.76 .47 4.65 .71
Arranging school events 3.62 1.07 3.58 .8'

Reviewing and determining school's educational goals 4.20 .73 4.39 .7
Articulating goals of school to public 4.29 .65 4.60 .6'

Articulating goals of school to staff 4.60 .63 4.54 .6'

Providing supportive climate for teachers 4.74 .44 4.13 .7!

Responding to community expectations 4.23 .77 4.04 .8!
Involving teachers in decision-making 4.23 .68 4.10 .91

Conveying society/community values to students 3.39 .82 3.72 .8:

Accepting responsibility for student behavior in school 4.09 .87 4.21 .8,
Accepting respon. for student behavior outside school 2.53 1.21 3.84 .91
Managing resources allocated for instructional use 3.99 .98 4.31 .7
Recruiting/hiring outstanding teachers 4.26 .90 4.78 .5,
Setting expectation for student behavior 4.21 .81
Setting expectation for student performance 3.89 .77
Involving parents/community members as volunteer helpers 3.49 1.09

(n=66) (n=71)
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Table 6. Rankings of Areas of Responsibility for Instructional
Leadership by U.S. Principals

x SD

Evaluating performance of teachers 4.76 .47
Providing supportive climate for teachers 4.74 .44
Articulating goals of school to staff 4.60 .63
Providing orderly atmosphere for learning 4.55 .73
Articulating goals of school to public 4.29 .65
Recruiting/hiring outstanding teachers 4.26 .90
Responding to community expectations 4.23 .77
Involving teachers in decision-making 4.23 .68
Setting expectation for student behavior 4.21 .81
Reviewing and determining school's educational goals 4.20 .73
Accepting responsibility for student behavior in school 4.09 .87
Emphasizing student achievement 4.05 .75
Managing resources allocated for instructional use 3.99 .98
Setting expectation for student performance 3.89 .77
Introducing new intructional methods to teachers 3.62 .89
Arranging school events 3.62 1.07
Devising instructional strategies 3.56 .85
Involving parents/community members as volunteer helpers 3.49 1.09
Conveying society/community alues to students 3.39 .82
Evaluating pupil progress 3.09 1.02
Selecting/reviewing of curriculum materials 2.88 1.02
Accepting respon. for student behavior outside school 2.53 1.21

(1=66)
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Table 7. Rankings of Areas of Responsibility for Instructional
Leadership by Japanese Principals

x SD

Recruiting/hiring outstanding teachers 4.78 .54
Evaluating performance of teachers 4.65 .70
Articulating goals of school to public 4.60 .67
Articulating goals of school to staff 4.54 .69
Reviewing and determining school's educational goals 4.39 .75
Managing resources allocated for instructional use 4.31 .73
Providing orderly atmosphere for learning 4.23 .72
Accepting responsibility for student behavior in school 4.21 .84
Providing supportive climate for teachers 4.13 .75
Involving teachers in decision-making 4.10 .90
Responding to community expectations 4.04 .82
Introducing new intructional methods to teachers 3.86 .88
Accepting respon. for student behavior outside school 3.84 .90
Selecting/reviewing of curriculum materials 3.75 .97
Conveying society/community values to students 3.72 .82
Emphasizing student achievement 3.69 .95
Arranging school events 3.58 .89
Devising instructional strategies 3.56 .88
Evaluating pupil progress 3.18 1.03

(n=71)
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Table 8: Mean Rank by U.S. Principals

Principal Oualitities X rank U.S.

Understanding of the instructional process 2.96
Relations with teachers 3.07
Relations with students 3.83
Warmth and consideration 5.11
Moral character 5.16
Efficiency 5.39
Relations with parents and community 5.40
Intellectual knowledge 5.63

(n=66)

Table 9: Mean Rank by Japanese Principals

Principal Oualitities X rank Japan

Moral character 3.00
Relations with teachers 3.05
Warmth and consideration 3.80
Relations with students 4.37
Understanding of the instructional process 4.42
Intellectual knowledge 4.67
Efficiency 6.45
Relations with parents and community 6.47

(n=71)
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Table 10: Rank Order of Qualities Perceived as Important by Principals

Principal Qualitities
U.S.

Rank
Japan
Rank

Efficiency 6 7
Intellectual knowledge 8 6
Moral character 5 1
Relations with teach 's 2 n4
Relations with students 3 4
Relations with parents and community 7 8
Understanding of the instructional process i 5
Warmth and consideration 4 3

(n=66) (n=71)
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CRITERIA FOR SELETIs..1 OF OUTSTANDING PRINCIPALS FOR

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS

1. The princ.pal anticipates emerging problems and acts in an

effective way to resolve them.

2. The principal 13 moving actively to implement the goals and

objectives of the school.

3. The principal works to improve the educational program and

student achievement.

4. The school climate is positive and reflects high morale.

5. The school involves the community in the life of the school.

and uses community resources for students.
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Part 1. Directions: Please ptovide the following background information.

Name:

Address:

Telephone Number:

Age: Sex:

Number of years of teaching experience:

Number of years of experience as school administrator:

Number of years in present position:

Highest degree held:

B.A. M.A. Ed.S. Ed.D. or Ph.D.

Number of residents in the district served by your school:

Number of students enrolled in your school: Grade levels:

Type of community served:

Rural (population less than 2,500 or less than 1000 people per sq. mi.

Small town (population less than 150,000)

Medium City (population 150,000 - 500,000)

Large city (population more than 500,000)

Suburban (adjacent to large city)

Please indicate the number of staff (including yourself) at your school ineach of the following positions:

Administrators
Classroom teachers
Teacher aides
Counselors
Subject Area specialists (i.e.,

reading specialist)
Library and other media specialists
Social workers
Security Officers
Food service personnel
Clerical
Custodians
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Part II

e

Directions: As a principal, there are some areas of instructional leadershipfor which you are largely responsible, other for which you bear some
respnsibility, and other areas in which your have little or no responsibility
at all. Rate the following items on a 1 to 5 scale, indicating the degree towhich you feel responsible for each particular area of instructional
leadership in_Your role as a principal. Use the code indicated below torepresent the following degree of involvement:

1: Little or no responsibility at all
2: Some responsibility, but others bear the major

responsibility for this area
3: Responsibility shared equally with others
4: Much responsibility for oversight and direction, with

some responsibility delegated elsewhere
5: I bear the major responsibility for this area

Low High

Selecting/reviewing of curriculum materials 1 2 3 4 5
Emphasizing student achievement

1 2 3 4 5Evaluating pupil progress
1 2 3 4 5Providing an orderly atmosphere for learning 1 2 3 4 5

Devising instructional strategies
1 2 3 4 5Introducing new instructional methods/strategies to teachers 1 2 3 4 5Evaluating performance of teachers 1 2 3 4 5

Involving parents in instructional program 1 2 3 4 5Training parents and volunteers
1 2 3 4 5

Co-ordinating instructional program
1 2 3 4 5

Determining instructional goals
1 2 3 4 5

Articulating goals of school to the public
1 2 3 4 5

Articulating goals of school to the staff 1 2 3 4 5
Providing supportive climate for teachers

1 2 3 4 5Responding to community expectations 1 2 3 4 5
Involving teachers in decision-making

1 2 3 4 5
Conveying society/community values to students

1 2 3 4 5
Determining how students will be grouped for instruction

1 2 3 4 5Setting expectations for student behavior
1 2 3 4 5Setting expectations for student performance 1 2 3 4 5

Accepting responsibility for student performance in school 1 2 3 4 5Accepting responsibility for student performance outside
of school

1 2 3 4 5Managing resources allocated for instructional use 1 2 3 4 5
Recruiting/hiring outstanding teachers 1 2 3 4 5
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Part III

Directions: Answer the following questions in your own words.

WhY did you seek a principalship?

Describe Your career mmbitions. What position do YOU hope to hold in the next
five to ten years?

What does it mean to YOU to be an "instructional leader"?

How would you define an "effective school"?

PLEASE INDICATE BELOW IF YOU WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR A FURTHER, IN-DEPTH
INTERVIEW BY TELEPHONE REGARDING THE ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL AS AN INSTRUCTIONALLEADER. THE INTERVIEW WILL TAKE APPROXIMATELY 30 TO 45 MINUTES.

YES NO'

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME. YOU WILL RECEIVE A SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS.
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Questionaire for the Effective Principal

(A Comparative Study of Leadership in Japan and America)
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